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TWB welcomes the RWS Foundation as Sapphire sponsor for 2023

February 28, 2023 by TWB Communications  
Garden City, ID, USA, – 20 February 2023 – Translators without Borders (TWB), part of CLEAR Global, is proud to announce that The RWS Foundation[a], a unique, world-leading provider of technology-enabled language, content and intellectual property services, has been named Sapphire Sponsor for 2023. As Sapphire sponsor of CLEAR Global, RWS will support the organization through […]


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Press Release, sponsorship
Celebrating 100,000 TWB community members

August 8, 2022 by TWB Communications  
We’ve recently hit a record milestone – 100,000 community members! To acknowledge our key moments, and thank everyone for their support and dedication to our mission, we prepared this story map. Enjoy the journey!


Filed Under: News Tagged With: community
TWB welcomes Semantix and TransPerfect in joint Sapphire sponsorship

April 5, 2022 by TWB Communications  
Garden City, ID, USA, April 5, 2022 — Translators without Borders (TWB), part of CLEAR Global, is delighted to announce that Semantix and TransPerfect are supporting the nonprofit with a joint Sapphire sponsorship. Semantix and TransPerfect provide multilingual language technology and services worldwide. Their partnership and support is of tremendous importance for CLEAR Global and […]


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Press Release, sponsorship
Lionbridge celebrates 25th anniversary with first Sapphire sponsorship for TWB

February 23, 2022 by TWB Communications  
Garden City, ID, USA, February 23, 2022 — Translators without Borders (TWB), part of CLEAR Global, is delighted to welcome Lionbridge as our first Sapphire sponsor.  Leading international translation and localization company Lionbridge is a long-time supporter of TWB and CLEAR Global’s mission to help people get vital information and be heard, whatever language they […]
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TWB welcomes TRSB as new Gold sponsor

November 2, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Danbury, CT, USA, October 12, 2021 — Translators without Borders (TWB), part of CLEAR Global, is delighted to announce TRSB Inc. (TRSB) as a new Gold sponsor.  This sponsorship acknowledges the importance of international collaboration for communication and global dialogue. It will help raise awareness of the need to bridge the world’s language gaps, and […]


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Press Release, sponsorship
TIP SHEET Interpretation and Sensitive Topics – EN

August 17, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Translators without Borders, in collaboration with Oxfam, has identified six key tips for humanitarians to address the sociolinguistic barriers that often occur when working with interpreters on sensitive topics, and to support the mental health of interpreters. Read more in English here.


Filed Under: Training resources 
TIP SHEET Interpretation and Sensitive Topics – SP

August 17, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Translators without Borders, in collaboration with Oxfam, has identified six key tips for humanitarians to address the sociolinguistic barriers that often occur when working with interpreters on sensitive topics, and to support the mental health of interpreters. Read more in Spanish here.


Filed Under: Training resources 
TIP SHEET Interpretation and Sensitive Topics – AR

August 17, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Translators without Borders, in collaboration with Oxfam, has identified six key tips for humanitarians to address the sociolinguistic barriers that often occur when working with interpreters on sensitive topics, and to support the mental health of interpreters. Read more in Arabic here.


Filed Under: Training resources 
TIP SHEET Interpretation and Sensitive Topics – FR

August 17, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Translators without Borders, in collaboration with Oxfam, has identified six key tips for humanitarians to address the sociolinguistic barriers that often occur when working with interpreters on sensitive topics, and to support the mental health of interpreters. Read more in French here.
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Investing in Translators: TWB using a new translation tool Memsource to better serve its community

May 20, 2021 by TWB Communications  
The new technology integration represents TWB’s ongoing commitment to evolving its language technology and supporting its community DANBURY, Conn., USA – 20 May, 2021 – Translators without Borders (TWB) announced the switch to Memsource, a new translation management system. The shift is part of TWB’s recognition that every language community should have access to best-in-class […]
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TWB develops language technology to improve humanitarian communication in northeast Nigeria

April 7, 2021 by TWB Communications  
DANBURY, Conn., USA – 7 April, 2021. Multilingual chatbot will respond to people’s health questions in three languages Translators without Borders (TWB), in partnership with Mercy Corps, has developed a chatbot in three languages to improve COVID-19 understanding in northeast Nigeria. The chatbot will allow people to message questions in their language and receive answers […]


Filed Under: News Tagged With: AI, chatbot, Nigeria, Shehu
Flambée d’Ebola dans la préfecture de N’Zérékoré en Guinée – carte linguistique

March 10, 2021 by TWB Communications  
Consultez nos cartes détaillées pour en savoir plus sur les besoins linguistiques et de communication en Guinée..
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